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Disclaimers
No representations

No representations or warranties have been made to the recipient of this whitepaper or its
advisers as to the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, opinions, or matters
(express or implied) arising out of, contained in, or derived from this whitepaper or any omission
from this document or of any other written or oral information or opinions provided now or in the
future to any interested party or their advisers. The WOW tokens, as envisaged in this whitepaper,
are under development and are being constantly updated, including but not limited to key
governance and technical features. If and when the WOW tokens are completed, they may differ
significantly from the description set out in this whitepaper. No representation or warranty is given
as to the achievement or reasonableness of any plans, future projections or prospects and nothing
in this document is or should be relied upon as a promise or representation as to the future. To
the fullest extent possible, all liability for any loss or damage of whatsoever kind (whether
foreseeable or not and whether World of Waves has been advised of the possibility of such loss or
damage) which may arise from any person acting on any information and opinions contained in
this whitepaper or any information which is made available in connection with any further
enquiries, notwithstanding any negligence, default, or lack of care, is disclaimed.

No advice

This whitepaper does not constitute any investment advice, financial advice, trading advice or
recommendation by World of Waves, its affiliates, or its respective officers, directors, managers,
employees, agents, advisors, or consultants on the merits of purchasing WOW tokens nor should
it be relied upon in connection with any other contract or purchasing decision.
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Not a sale of security

This whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or financial service offering document and is not
an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy any security, investment products, regulated
products, or financial instruments in any jurisdiction. Owners of WOW tokens are not entitled to
any rights in World of Waves or any of its affiliates, including any equity, shares, units, royalties to
capital, profit, returns or income in World of Waves or any other company or intellectual property
associated with World of Waves.

Third party data

This whitepaper contains data and references obtained from third party sources. Whilst the
management believes that these data are accurate and reliable, they have not been subject to
independent audit, verification, or analysis by any professional legal, accounting, engineering, or
financial advisors. There is no assurance as to the accuracy, reliability, or completeness of the data.

Translations

This whitepaper and related materials are issued in English. Any translation is for reference
purposes only and is not certified by any person. No assurance can be made as to the accuracy
and completeness of any translations. If there is any inconsistency between a translation and the
English version of this whitepaper, the English version shall prevail.
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Restricted transmission

This whitepaper must not be taken or transmitted to any jurisdiction where distribution or
dissemination of this whitepaper is prohibited or restricted.

Views of World of Waves

The views and opinions expressed in this whitepaper are those of World of Waves and do not
reflect the official policy or position of any government, quasi-government, authority, or public
body (including but not limited to any regulatory body) in any jurisdiction. This whitepaper has not
been reviewed by any regulatory authority.

Third party references

References in this whitepaper to specific companies, networks and/or potential use cases are for
illustrative purposes only. The use of any company and/or platform names and trademarks does
not imply any affiliation with, or recommendation or endorsement of/by, any of those parties. All
references to ‘dollars’, USD or ‘$’ are references to the United States Dollars unless otherwise
stated.

Graphics

All graphics included in this whitepaper are for illustrative purposes only. Graphics with price
references do not translate into actual pricing information.
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Risk statements

Purchasing WOW tokens involves substantial risk and may lead to a loss of a substantial or entire
amount of the money involved. Prior to purchasing WOW tokens, you should carefully assess and
consider the risks, including those listed in any other documentation.

A purchaser should not purchase WOW tokens for speculative or investment purposes. Purchasers
should only purchase WOW tokens if they fully understand the nature of the WOW tokens and
accept the risks inherent to the WOW tokens.

Cryptographic tokens may be subject to expropriation and/or theft; hackers or other malicious
groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with our system/network in various ways,
including malware attacks, denial of service attacks, consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks,
smurfing, and spoofing which may result in the loss of your cryptographic tokens or the loss of
your ability to access or control your cryptographic tokens. In such event, there may be no remedy,
and holders of cryptographic tokens are not guaranteed any remedy, refund, or compensation.

The regulatory status of cryptographic tokens and digital assets is currently unsettled, varies
among jurisdictions and subject to significant uncertainty. It is possible that in the future, certain
laws, regulations, policies, or rules relating to cryptographic tokens, digital assets, blockchain
technology, or blockchain applications may be implemented which may directly or indirectly affect
or restrict cryptographic token holders’ right to acquire, own, hold, sell, convert, trade, or use
cryptographic tokens.
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The uncertainty in tax legislation relating to cryptographic tokens and digital assets may expose
cryptographic token holders to tax consequences associated with the use or trading of
cryptographic token.
Digital assets and related products and services carry significant risks. Potential purchasers should
consider all the above and assess the nature of, and their own appetite for, relevant risks
independently and consult their advisers before making any decisions.

Professional advice

You should consult a lawyer, accountant, tax professional and/or any other professional advisors
as necessary prior to determining whether to purchase WOW tokens.

Caution Regarding Forward-Looking Statements

This whitepaper contains certain forward-looking statements regarding the business we operate
that are based on the belief of World of Waves as well as certain assumptions made by and
information available to World of Waves. Forward-looking statements, by their nature, are subject
to significant risks and uncertainties.

Forward-looking statements may involve estimates and assumptions and are subject to risks,
uncertainties and other factors beyond our control and prediction. Accordingly, these factors
could cause actual results or outcomes that differ materially from those expressed in the forwardlooking statements.
Any forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date of which such statement is made, we
undertake no obligation to update any forward-looking statements to reflect events or
circumstances after the date on which such statement is made or to reflect the occurrence of
unanticipated events.
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Executive Summary
Mission and Vision

World of Waves was founded as a nature conservation effort fueled by the intricate world of
cryptocurrency combined with a passion for the wildlife preservation. Driven by an experienced
technology crew with over 40 years of experience in technology, we believe World of Waves holds
key to empower people around the world to better safeguard planet ecosystem.
Mission:
Bridge the cryptocurrency world and charity
To bring blockchain technology and charitable causes closer together. $WOW will become a major
part of the solution on how to conserve nature, preserve wildlife and make living on this planet
sustainable for every living being. Returning the world, the way it deserves, to its former glory.
Vision:
To preserve the world for future generations
In our journey to achieve this vision, we are:
Establishing partnerships with NGO’s and communities all over the globe and continue to not just
donate funds but also physical labor through our volunteer group.
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Problem Statement and Our Strategy

Key challenges in driving charity crypto adoption
We see the following key challenges in driving charity crypto adoption
User Experience

:

Poorly designed user experience does not satisfy mainstream users

Value Proposition

:

Weak value propositions do not incentivize people to use crypto for
charity

Complexity

:

Difficult to transfer funds across different countries for charity

Security

:

Damaged user confidence from crypto related fraud and theft

Our Strategy
To tackle the challenges above, our product solution is building up sustainable ecosystem that
serves our mission: Bridge the cryptocurrency world and charity.
Our strategy to leverage WOW tokens as the primary tool
for driving adoption and user acquisition, while building
NFT marketplace solution as the major source of charitable
revenue. This strategy creates and self-sustains a cycle:
WOW tokens bring users onto the platform, whereas NFT
marketplace generates revenue for charities.
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Commitment to Security & Compliance
Building trust is the cornerstone of our commitment to our customers - we believe that security
and compliance are the foundations of achieving mainstream charity cryptocurrency adoption.
We have completed a detailed security assessment, which included external penetration testing,
threat modeling through to risk control reviews.
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Road Map
Overall Milestones
Phase 1 – 2021

Developed website, discord, telegram & social media communities.

Designed marketing strategy and identified influencers that align with our cause.

Identify charitable organizations and create partnerships. Continually building
meaningful relationships

Deployed $WOW token and apply for listing on CoinMarketCap and CoinGecko.

Developed professional whitepaper for the community to learn more about $WOW
and it’s benefits

Donated to our first charity from the $WOW community voted on by the people.
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Phase 2 – 2021

Contact exchanges who can accommodate our tokenomics and get listed - Ongoing

Launched V2 platform with upgraded tokenomics and security measures to benefit
holders and charitable donations

Certify our smart contract with an independent reputable audit service.

Generate global press releases about $WOW organization and conservation efforts

Identify public groups working in nature conservation and get involved in every aspect.

Trademark World of Waves to strengthen business development and charitable
outreach

Identify business and potential celebrity endorsements and partnerships.
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Phase 3 – 2021

Create the World’s first charity based NFT platform with unique content that will
generate substantial donations to charitable organizations.

Register World of Waves as a corporation to strengthen business development and
charitable outreach

Paid Advertising – Look into commercial advertising of $WOW token.

Identify large social media (E.g., YouTube, TikTok) influencers for outreach of our cause.

Create $WOW token local conseervation groups, to directly participate in conservation
efforts.

Look into development of Smart Chain wallet dedicated to conservation tokens.
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Phase 4 – 2022 & Beyond

Create a $WOW merchandise store to help support our initiatives.

Create our own foundation for global nature and wildlife conservation

Continue to be dedicated to conservation by hosting events, dinners, social gatherings
and more.

Develop crypto currency education programs allowing for the world to learn from
$WOW Token
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WOW – Services

WOW NFT

Value Proposition
WOW NFT is a platform dedicated to delivering unique content from popular artists, musicians,
athletes, and sports that will directly contribute to the charities:
•

Curated roster of mainstream and digital artists including: Murphycat, among others.

•

User-friendly NFT buying experience, allowing user to buy NFTs using their WOW tokens.

User Experience
At launch, users will have the option to 1-click buy using WOW tokens.
Collectors or fans will be able to acquire and trade (resell) NFTs through the wallet platform.
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WOW Token
Token Creation and Basic Information

Token name

:

WOW Token

Token ticker

:

$WOW

Issuing entity

:

World of Waves

Token total supply

:

2,000,000,000 WOW

Distribution mechanism

:

Focused on revolutionizing charity donation, NFTs
(See section below for details on distribution)

Audit & assessment

:

Token BEP20 contract and daily distribution smart contract.
(Certik in progress)

$WOW is a crypto token built on the Binance Smart Chain.
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Token Distribution

World of Waves updated their WOW token distribution with the total supply of the token to 2
billion. The longevity of WOW token requires a well-executed plan combining charitable
contributions with operational costs of ongoing token development. All wallets are secured in form
of multisig vaults.
Wallets

Distribution

Circulating supply

480M

Pancake swap LP

240M

Charity

400M

0xdcb18Db888303bb8288FBE0df5F60B505250dA6B
Partnerships (exchanges/partnerships)

240M

0x8E307c1628d170fB555C94cA652AA10FD4294F48
Development

100M

0xdcb18Db888303bb8288FBE0df5F60B505250dA6B
NFT Marketplace

240M (Contract) distributed in next

0x300752c7BE1F6f6E99de3D4959d8F0b2553D2436

5 years

Staking

120M (Contract) distributed in next

0x49629089Dbaa402E2D8A9aA7B8366dCDa8e2592d

5 years

Developers and Investors

180M

0x0f07700791c6A7a1da21Ea35B51D9033b2C1886f
Team
0x0f07700791c6A7a1da21Ea35B51D9033b2C1886f
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Tokenomics

$WOW tokens has a built-in tax that is initiated with every transaction; this transactional tax is
11% and is broken down in the following way:
Redistribution
Our smart contract is designed to redistribute 30% of every transaction back to all holders of WOW
This ensures that investors receive incentives to HOLD our token while we generate charitable
contributions
Liquidity
As a function of our smart contract, 30% is added to the liquidity pool while every transaction is
taxed 11 which is then pushed back into the liquidity pool Some call this “as it helps elevate some
of the stresses on the token price from large purchases or sell offs
Charity
Every transaction under contract takes 40% and adds it to our business wallet. This is the
foundation of our token, the amount generated from the smallest transactions to the largest buy
or sells will power WOW token to worldwide charitable contributions. As the charity wallet grows,
funds are extracted monthly for donations towards nature conservation activities and
preservation of wildlife.
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Token Utility

The WOW token ($WOW) is the native token of World of Waves.

Wallet App
One-stop shop to buy, sell, store, send & track WOW tokens in a secure and convenient way with
a few taps on their mobile phones
Purchase BNB through FIAT and swap it to WOW tokens in simple steps.

BNB Earnings
If you enjoy earning dividends from company shares, you will be blown away by the BNB earnings
that $WOW offers. By holding just 50,000 $WOW tokens, you automatically enroll in the BNB
earnings function. Compared to standard company share dividends, $WOW is categorized as high
yield and pays out substantially more than your standard dividends. As the price of BNB increases
so does the value of your holdings and your wallet.
It’s simple, hold $WOW, earn BNB.
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WOW Staking
$WOW was designed for two major purposes: supporting as many charitable organizations in the
world as possible while rewarding our holders with substantial returns for supporting. In addition
to BNB earnings, you can also stake your $WOW for high interest returns. Buy, Stake and Hold
while receiving some of the highest APY rates you’ve ever seen. Staking $WOW is compared to
standard banking CDs except this CD is built into the blockchain and produces upwards of 50% APY
on average. Take your investment to another level while giving to charity at the same time.
Even if you are not holding 50,000 $WOW tokens for BNB earnings and are not Staking, you will
still earn $WOW tokens in rewards through our re-distribution feature in Tokenomics.
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Partnerships
•

Anji Eco - Anji is building an ecosystem of decentralized,
tokenized, altruistic applications to enable a decentralized digital
economy that leaves the earth in a better way than we found it.
Website: https://www.anji.eco/

•

Deniz Yasamini Koruma Dernegi (Marine Life Conservation Society) - Marine Life Protection
Association was founded on September 9, 2015 in Heybeliada under the name of Adalar Life
with the Sea and Sports Club Association. Aims to protect future marine life with sustainable
and fair methods through scientific studies and projects.
Website: https://www.denizyasaminikoruma.org/

•

Ocean Missions - a small team of enthusiastic people with different ideas and professional
backgrounds coming together to make a difference, helping our marine environment by
conducting an exciting long term conservation project.
Website: https://oceanmissions.org/
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World of Waves Team and Organization
World of Waves was founded and is being led by a team of a seasoned management with proven
track record and rich experience:
Sami Touzani | Founder & CEO
A young visionary who finished his apprenticeship in the E-Commerce and
Marketing business in 2021 in Marburg, Germany. He brought World of
Waves to life on April 24th after his decision to create a cryptocurrency
which combines blockchain and charitable donations. His ability to establish
connections between people set the base for a strong community and
team; Sami believes in the power of unity. Together with the team and
investor community, Sami will carve the way to success for the $WOW
token.

Kristijan Tot | Chief Operating Officer
Has an incredible desire to give back to the world and be involved in its
future to protect and promote sustainability. It is these driving factors that
sets Kristijan apart from traditional operations executives and gives $WOW
the ability to grow sustainably and remain on the correct path the token
requires to be successful. Coming from a strong financial sales background,
Kristijan understands the individual needs of investors and the growth
required by the token to successfully increase in value.
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Kunal Kamble | Chief Technology Officer
A seasoned technology professional with 15+ years of experience in
strategy, partnerships, and innovation. With his technology, cross culture
background and passion for working with great teams on consumer
products, he has helped many organizations pioneer and build across India
and Canada. His CryptoSauga, a community built around NFT that
collaborates with multiple artists and contributes to charity. All these
together have been driving forces for joining World of Waves.

Jeremiah Lagace | Chief Marketing Officer
A seasoned management professional with a background in the
semiconductor and tech industry. With just about a decade of management
experience, Jeremiah understands the steps and processes required to
effectively and efficiently execute plans that result in the $WOW token
entering new areas of the market and the overall growth of the brand.

Anagha Mhatre | General Counsel - Legal
Anagha has extensive experience in handling legal matters relating to
intellectual property rights, International commercial arbitrations,
corporate and commercial transactions. She brings with her a wealth of
multidisciplinary experience as a legal advisor of an NGO. She is passionate
about conservation of environment and sustainability, and she believes that
this is the only time when we as a global community can come together and
take concrete steps towards reversing the adverse effects of climate change
and make this planet sustainable for all beings.
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Further Information
•

World of Waves Homepage: www.wow.surf

•

Twitter: https://twitter.com/world_of_waves

•

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/WorldOfWavesOfficial

•

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/worldofwavesofficial/

•

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/world-of-waves

•

Reddit: https://reddit.com/r/WorldofWaves/

•

Telegram: https://t.me/world_of_waves

•

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQ_IhegDFNM6ZnwJ3fsg3Ig

•

Discord: https://discord.gg/EwSRxmz2
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